
Please send us your CV and Resume to hrd@tsubaki.id 

with subject MH - Engineering Supervisor

PT. Tsubaki Indonesia Trading as a principal of Tsubaki brand in Indonesia that provides Power 

Transmission product and also Materials Handling System (Automation & Conveyor System, including 

Bulk System).

MH - Engineering Supervisor

Requirement:

- Male, 30 – 38 years old.

- Candidate must possess at least D3/S1 in Mechatronics, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 

Engineering, Industrial Engineering.

- 5 – 8 years working experience in the Engineering, Factory Automation, Conveyor system field 

are required for this position.

- Having driving license of type A is a must.

- Honest and hard worker.

- Able to work under pressure with minimum supervision; meet the scheduled timelines; to plan 

and organize the work accordingly if required.

- Team Player, work as a team.

Competencies: 

- Proficiency in AutoCAD, SOLIDWORKS, etc.

- Fluently in English, Japanese will be prioritized (written & orally)

- Experience in mechanical & electrical design.

- Good data analytical, presentation skill, practical on root cause analysis method.

- Able to create technical proposal to customer.

Responsibilities:

- Responding customer’s inquiry.

- Create technical proposal including specification, drawing, etc.

- Create report to manager, customer, or related party with content as designed.

- Coordination with supplier/vendor on site.

- Identify problems and suggest the right engineering solutions which directly improve process / 

product quality to customer.

- Good in analyse conveyor performance and provide improvement suggestions.



PT. Tsubaki Indonesia Trading as a principal of Tsubaki brand in Indonesia that provides Power 

Transmission product and also Materials Handling System (Automation & Conveyor System, including 

Bulk System).

MH – Sales Staff

Requirement:

- Male, 27 – 35 years old.

- Candidate must possess at least D3/S1 in Mechatronics, Electrical Engineering, 

Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering.

- 3 – 5 years working experience in the Trading & Engineering company are 

required for this position.

- Having driving license of type A is a must.

- Honest and hard worker.

- Able to work under pressure with minimum supervision; meet the scheduled timelines; 

to plan and organize the work accordingly if required.

- Team Player, work as a team.

Competencies: 

- Excellent communication skill in English, Japanese will be prioritized (written & orally)

- Proficiency in Ms. Office: Powerpoint, Excel, etc.

- Able to read and understand drawings.

- Having wide and good network/channel.

- Good data analytical, presentation skill, practical on root cause analysis method.

- Able to create technical proposal to customer.

- Have knowledge about Materials Handling System.

Responsibilities:

- The successful candidates will be required to focus on developing new accounts and 

aggressively drive new and existing business efforts.

- The person will organize and conduct presentations to customers and develop specific sales 

opportunities as well as plan sales approaches.

- Identify customers need and share to Engineering team.

- Create quotation and get PO from customer.

Please send us your CV and Resume to hrd@tsubaki.id 

with subject MH – Sales Staff


